
• How can discoveries in one sector affect another?
• Who benefits from scientific discoveries?
• How can the impact of agricultural research be measured?
Parliamentarians, officials and key policy makers need to answer these questions.

We are fortunate that many scientific world leaders call Canada home.  That is why AIC is bringing representatives 
from across many sectors together to discuss areas for future collaboration and share information.
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May 13 – Agri-Food Innovation Summit
Senior representatives from Canada’s Innovation Superclusters and the Clusters funded through AAFC’s 
AgriScience Program will deliver presentations and panels, share information about their clusters’ work, and 
discuss collaborative paths forward. 
Delegates will include key industry stakeholders, agricultural researchers and entrepreneurs and members of 
the broader scientific community. 

May 14 – Government Information Sessions
Communicating the successes and needs of our sector to parliamentarians, government officials and senior 
political staff is key to moving our agenda forward.  

That is why AIC will be organizing a number of information sessions to deliver our message.
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In recent years, major steps have been taken to accelerate innovation and research in Canada and make 
our agriculture and agri-food sector a priority.  
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How you can participate
Partner with AIC to participate in our 2019 Summit & Government Information Sessions. 
The partnership categories are:

For more information on partnerships, or to register, please contact: chelm@aic.ca or (613) 232-9459 ex 304. 
AIC’s 2019 Conference, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics & Agri-Food, takes place November 4 - 6 in 
Saskatoon.  Sign up to partner at both events and receive additional benefits.  Contact us for further details.
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